This is a proposal to end unfair cheating in school. Now in school some students cheat on every test while others never do. This is not fair because people who are cheating are getting the same grade or better than the students who study. All the different cheating styles make it unfair.

To make all tests fair, I propose that all students should cheat and whoever cheats and is most successful should get the highest grade. The people who cheat the best should be rewarded for their effort. The people who cheat the worst should receive the lowest grades. Grades should be based on how many techniques of cheating are used and their final grade. Different styles could be looking off someone’s paper, using a phone, or simply making an intricate little note with everything on it. This would be much fairer and more convenient than studying for tests. They should be ranked in order of highest to lowest and receive grades starting at 100. The next best cheater should get a 99, and everyone after that would continue to drop one point. This would be so no one would fail. In the long run, this would save money because no one would have to go to summer school because they are not failing. Everyone would be passing with great grades because of their “hard work.”

Students would never have to memorize anything because they could just look it up. They could keep their cheat sheets for college or pass them to other students. This new grading process would solve all our problems. Teachers would not have to worry about watching for cheating anymore. They can continue to ignore cheating because it would be the grading
process. This would create a level playing field for all students to take tests- who needs intelligence?

Other ideas that are not as great as this one would be for teachers to help students review better for tests, give students review guides, or make teachers actually teach. From the student side, students could actually put their coursework first and prepare themselves for tests. They could also realize that cheating disrupts the entire grading system and hurts everyone’s education in the long run. Then again, that is all too difficult. Instead we should make cheating the new grading system because it would be very effective for both students and teachers.